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KEY POINTS – LESSON 26 

 

Speaker: Sheikh Navaid Aziz18 

THE INNER DIMENSIONS OF SALAH – PART 2 

Ibn al-Qayyim (may Allah have mercy on him) said: 

Every individual must stand before Allah twice: when he stands before Him in prayer and when he 
stands before Him on the Day he meets Him. Whoever stands before Him as he should in the first 
instance, the second standing will be made easy for him, but whoever is heedless with regard to this 
standing, and does not stand before Him (in prayer) as he should, that standing (on the Day of 
Resurrection) will be made difficult for him. 

[Al-Fawaid] 

Accordingly, in order to prepare for our standing on that day, it is very important that we should pay 
attention to perfecting our standing in this world. One of the keys to attaining that is connecting 
with the inner dimensions of salah and offering it with complete focus. 

Pre-Salah Requirements for focus in prayer 

Imam Ibn Al-Qayyim has divided the focus in salah between the pre-salah and during the salah 
phases. The pre-salah phase has three main requirements: 

                                                             
18 Shaykh Navaid Aziz is a Canadian Muslim scholar. He is the Director of Religious and Social Services for the 
Islamic Information Society of Calgary, Canada. He is also a regular lecture at Al-Maghrib Institute and serves 
as their Director for Public Relations. In addition to this, the sheikh has also served at a number of other 
important positions during his diverse career. One of the key highlights of his scholarly career is his counselling 
work with the youth and at-risk communities. In 2015 Navaid became the first ever Muslim chaplain with the 
Calgary Police Services. Through his involvement with CPS he consulted in the development of their world 
renowned redirect program. He is currently working on establishing further opportunities for preventing 
radicalization and enhancing youth integration. Shaykh Navaid has also served as editor for an Islamic 
magazine. 
 
His qualifications include Diplome d’etudes Collegiales (D.E.C.) in commerce and Social Sciences from 
Champlain College, Montreal, Quebec, Associates Degree in Arabic Language and Literature, and Bachelors in 
Islamic Law from Islamic University of Madinah, Saudi Arabia. 
 
Sheikh Navaid Aziz is a very sought after public speaker who has has lectured across four continents and 
dozens of countries around the globe.  
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Figure: Three essential pre-salah requirements for focus in Salah 

The first pre-salah phase requirement is understanding what our objectives from the salah are. 
There are three main objectives that we should concern ourselves with: 

- To establish the remembrance of Allah swt (i.e. the true remembrance is established when 
the remembrance of Allah envelops one’s whole life and one remembers Him in everything 
that one does) 

- To prevent ourselves from falling into bad deeds (i.e. in order to fall in sin, one will have to 
empty his heart from the remembrance of Allah swt and fill it with the love of something 
else; he will also need to be away from the places of remembrance of Allah and be at places 
where sinning is conducive; this is something not possible for the people of as-salah) 

- Seeking forgiveness from Salah (i.e. trying to make sure that one beautifies one’s prayer in 
such a manner that it becomes a source of forgiveness for him) 

The second pre-salah requirement is to eliminate the distractions. If one is hungry, one should eat 
first so that one can then dedicate his or her complete attention to the salah. Similarly, if someone is 
extremely sleepy, or requires to go to the toilet and so on, one should fulfill these requirements and 
then dedicate his or her complete focus and undivided attention to Allah swt. 

One should try to perfect the wudhu by performing it doing the itiba (as per the way of the Prophet 
 while connecting with its inner dimensions, remembering its virtues and utilizing this opportunity (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص
to mentally prepare for salah. 

Visualize for attaining focus. Many predecessors used to visualize such things that would enhance 
their focus. One of them used to think that the angel of death is standing beside him and he has to 
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beautify his salah in a manner as if it is his last salah. Another predecessor is reported to have the 
habit of visualizing the Jannah and thinking that as he moves towards salah and progresses in it, he is 
moving closer to Jannah. Another predecessor used to visualize the angels recording their deeds 
while they pray. These visualizations can greatly impact the quality of focus in salah.  

The Secret of Salah lies in devotion to Allah  

The secret and the essence of salah is to devote oneself to Allah while praying. Just as the abd (slave) 
should not turn his face away from the direction of the Qiblah, he should also disallow his heart from 
giving attention to anything except his Lord. Therefore the abd should let the Ka'bah - the House of 
Allah - be the direction of his body and face, and let Allah be the direction of his heart and soul. Allah 
shall give His attention to His abd in proportion to the level of his devotion and focus in salah19. Thus, 
if he turns away from Allah (by becoming unmindful), He too shall turn away from him - truly, as you 
judge, shall you yourself be judged.  

Ibn al-Qayyim (may Allah have mercy on him) said: 

The kind of wandering that is prohibited whilst praying falls into two categories: 

1. When the mind wanders and the heart is distracted from Allah, may He be glorified and exalted, 
towards something other than Allah, may He be exalted. 

2. When the gaze wanders and one looks around. 

Both are not allowed. 

Devotion to Allah in salah is of three levels  

Devotion in salah is of three levels:  

 

Figure: Three levels of devotion 
                                                             
19 According to a hadith: “Allah is turning towards His slave so long as he does not look around, so when you 
pray, do not look around.” Narrated by Ahmad (17800) 
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1. The devotion of the heart: This level safeguards the heart and rectifies its affairs from the 
sickness of desires and the whispers of Satan, as well as all thoughts that may nullify his 
salah or lessen its reward.  

2. The devotion of Ihsan: This level is when the abd is mindful of Allah in his salah to the degree 
that he becomes as if he worships Him while seeing Him.  

3. The devotion of understanding: This level is reached when the slave reflects upon and 
comprehends the meanings of the words of Allah (i.e. Qur’an) that he recites. And, when he 
contemplates the details of the worship (i.e. salah) in order to pay its due right in humility 
and tranquillity. Even if we ponder about Surah Al-Fatiha20, there is so much to think and 
ponder about that one can get overwhelmed. Scholars have explained seven different levels 
of understanding of this surah and written volumes and volumes of books on this surah 
alone. If this one surah requires this much pondering, then how about the whole Quran and 
what Allah swt has legislated for us to recite in our prayer.  

If the slave successfully reaches these three levels, he will have truly established and performed his 
salah in the most perfect manner and in return, he will receive the full attention of Allah.  

Devotion in various acts in Salah  

Various aspects of this devotion during the acts of worship are meant to guide our thinking during 
the salah and bring our focus to what we are performing: 

 Takbeer: The devotion of standing upright before Allah in salah comes into effect when the 
slave devotes his attention to the Greatness of Allah and His Attribute of Self-subsistence, as 
this will ensure that he turns neither his face nor his eyes from side to side. The devotion of 
standing in front of Allah swt in prayer comes through the understanding of the fact that the 
standing in front of Allah in Dunya is what makes it easy for us to stand in front of Him in the 
hereafter. Also, it helps us resemble the angels who also stand in straight rows in front of 

                                                             
20 We ask Allah swt for guidance when we recite Al-Fatiha. Regarding guidance, Imam Ibn Al-Qayyim 
mentions that it is circular in nature and consists of the following four levels as we see it in Al-Fatiha.  

- Sincerity for guidance (i.e. when we express ‘It is only You who we worship and it is only You 
whose help we seek’) 

- Pursuit of guidance (i.e. when we ask ‘Guide us to the straight path’) 
- Understanding what guidance is (i.e. when we ask Allah swt to guide us to the path of those 

who Allah swt has blessed) 
- Understanding the consequence of disobeying guidance (i.e. when we ask Allah swt to not 

let be like those who received His wrath and those who went astray) 

If we really want to seek guidance, we have to make an effort to attain the above four. The Quran is 
replete with guidance and motivation regarding the above-mentioned four aspects.  
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their Creator. This external state, as discussed in a previous lecture, can impact our internal 
state and ease our way to attain the Malaiki or angelic self21 
The devotion of the statement “Allah is the Greatest” by which the slave commences the 
salah is realized when the slave devotes his attention and focus to Allah’s greatness, glory, 
and exaltation. When saying this, one denounces greatness of anything else but Allah swt. 
He is the greatest. Nothing should distract the slave when he is in the company of the 
greatest. Nothing is worthy of my attention greater than my Lord. We say this statement 
with various movements within our salah to remind ourselves of what we are doing and 
refocus our thoughts onto the greatness of our Rabb. 

 Opening Supplication: The devotion of the opening supplication happens when the servant 
extols and glorifies and praises Him profusely, ascribing to Him all that befits Him and 
declares His transcendence above everything that does not befit Him, and praises Him for 
His Attributes and Perfection. It was the practice of the Rasoolullah ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص that he used to make 
various prayers during his opening supplications as we come to know from ahadith. 
Accordingly, we should also try to remember, understand, and say the various wordings that 
he ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص used. This would allow us to obtain a better focus in salah. Imagine, if varying the dua 
we make at the beginning of salah can help us with focus this way, how would reciting 
various passages of the Quran help. We should accordingly try not to remain stuck on a few 
quick surahs which we recite without much reflection on various levels of meaning they 
carry. 

 Ta’awudh (seeking Allah’s protection from Satan): The devotion of taking refuge in Allah 
from the accursed Satan is realized by having confidence and faith that Allah shall support 
him, protect him and aid him against Satan.  

 Recitation: The devotion of reciting the Qur’an lies in the slave’s endeavor to learn about 
Allah through His Words as if trying to see Him through His revelation. One of the righteous 
Salaf said: Allah manifests Himself to His slaves through His Speech (i.e. Qur’an). It is, 
however, the case that the degree of devotion while reciting and praying varies from one 
person to another, and the difference between them is like the difference between the one 
whose both eyes are sound and unimpaired, and the one-eyed individual, the blind person, 
the deaf person, etc. in their levels of perception. The abd should be as heedful as possible 
to His Essence, Attributes, Actions, Commandments, Laws, and Names.  

 Rukoo: The devotion of bowing down is contained in being mindful to the Greatness and the 
Pride of Allah, Exalted be He. For that reason, it is prescribed for him to say while he is in the 
state of bowing down, “Glory to my Lord, the Most High”.  

 Raising up from the rukoo: After he rises up from his bowing stance, he should focus his 
attention upon glorifying and praising Allah repeatedly, so as to manifest his servitude to 
Him, the One in whose Hand is the sole authority to bestow and deny.  

 ProstratiThe sajdah is the only action in each rakah of the salah which is repeated twice. One 
reason for that is physical and the other is spiritual. Physically, it is the most humble posture. 

                                                             
21 One of the four types of selfs that we studied earlier (categorized according to the traits it demonstrates); 
Refer to lesson 7 and 8 if you wish to refresh this concept 
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The spiritual aspect is the closeness of the slave with His master in the sujood. When the 
servant falls into prostration, he ought to focus his attention on feeling his nearness to Him, 
overwhelmed in humility in the hope that He forgives him, guides him, sustains him, 
protects him and bestows His mercy upon him. Then, when he raises his head and adopts 
the sitting posture, his inner condition takes on a different nature, one that is similar to the 
condition of the pilgrim when he performs the last circumambulation because at that point, 
his heart begins to realize that he is about to complete his prayer and with it leave this 
blessed condition that he is experiencing and that soon he will be returning to the dreariness 
of his worldly affairs that he had detached himself from just before standing before his Lord. 
Once again he will be subject to the feelings of pain and anguish that his heart endured 
before he started praying, all of which melted away as soon as he commenced his salah. At 
that point, his heart rushes to enjoy the nearness of Allah for the last time, to bask in His 
grace, and to be saved from the disruptiveness of his worldly affairs.  

 The feeling of bitterness he endures is due to his recognition that all this lasts only as long as 
he is praying. At this stage, the heart cannot but feel burdened and troubled knowing that all 
this is about to end and that he is about to return to these worldly affairs and concerns. This 
agitates the ahd to the point that he starts wishing that this salah were the final act of his 
life. Not to mention the slave’s awareness that as soon as he finishes praying, he will resume 
communicating with those who bring him nothing but concerns, worries, and harm after he 
had been invoking and supplicating his Lord. However, this kind of feeling cannot be 
experienced except by those whose hearts are alive with the remembrance and love of Allah 
and who are cognizant of the negative effect that mankind leaves on their hearts. This is 
because interacting with people puts him in the way of harm and worries, agitates his heart 
and makes him overlook or miss good deeds, not to mention causing him to commit more 
sins. More importantly, it distracts him from invoking Allah, the most High.  

In our salah, we should take our time to ponder over the above and not rush through it. We have to 
know that when we remember Allah swt, He remembers us. When we recite al-Fatiha, he responds 
to what we are saying. Isn’t it disrespectful than that we rush through it without giving any pause 
and reflecting on these beautiful aspects? 

Discussion on Tasleem22 

The abd of Allah is either exposed to:  

1) The universally decreed Judgment of Allah pertaining to his inward and outward conditions, which 
necessitates him to act in accordance with his state of servitude and slavery to Allah since each 
judgment is associated with a special condition of servitude to Allah.  

                                                             
22 Taslim (تسليم) is the concluding portion of the salah i.e. when one recites السالم عليكم ورحمة هللا As-salāmu 
ʿalaikum wa-raḥmatu 'llah ("Peace and blessings of Allah be unto you") once while facing the right, and once 
while facing the left. 
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2) The actions that the abd performs out of his servitude to Allah and these necessitate the 
judgments that ensue from the prescribed religious commandments.  

Each of these aspects necessitates that the abd (of Allah) submits himself to Allah, Exalted be He. In 
fact, this is the reason for naming him a Muslim, with reference to Islam - which is derived from the 
word tasleem, which means submission. As the slave submits to the divine law of his Lord as well as 
His universally decreed Judgment by demonstrating his servitude to Him and abstaining from 
following his own desires and sins, he will be as if he's saying: I am destined to bear the title of Islam 
deservedly.  

Exposition on the fruits al-Khushoo (focus in salah) 

After his heart has been filled with tranquillity through the remembrance of Allah, recitation of His 
Words, expressing his love for Him as well as demonstrating his servitude to Him, he leans towards 
his Lord and draws closer to Him to find peace, receiving safety and peace through his man and 
experiencing happiness through his Ihsan. It is for this reason that, abiding by these two ideals is of 
utmost necessity, failing this he shall neither enjoy life, success nor happiness. However, because the 
slave has been tried with an innate nature that entices him to commit sins, base desires that serve 
the callings of his innate nature, not to mention the seductive whispers of Satan, all of which aim to 
waste his share of his reward or, at the very least, decrease his share of the reward, the wisdom of 
Allah, the Most Merciful and the Mighty, has decreed for him the salah, to compensate him for the 
missed reward and to revive his willpower and rectify his man. The Mercy and Wisdom of Allah 
manifest themselves again when He, Exalted be He, decreed a period of time to pass between five 
prayers so that the slave can regain his composure and blot out the sins he earned in between.  

Furthermore, He made the actions of salah such that they symbolize his submission, surrender, and 
humility to Allah; thus He made for each body limb a duty to perform what demonstrates its 
servitude to Allah. He also made the spirit of salah and the means to reap its fruits that the slave 
gives his full attention and complete devotion to Allah. And he made its reward and place be when 
he enters upon Allah (i.e. commences salah) and He ordered his 'abd to adorn himself before 
commencing the salah as a reminder for him of the Day of Judgment when he shall be screened for 
questioning.  

The fruit of salah is true devotion to Allah  

 The fruit of fasting is the purification of the soul.  
 The fruit of Zakah (obligatory alms) is the purification of wealth.  
 The fruit of Hajj (pilgrimage) is forgiveness.  
 The fruit of jihad (fighting is submitting the soul) that Allah bartered from His servants in 

exchange for Paradise.  
 The fruit of salah is the attention of the abd upon his Lord and the attention of Allah given to 

His abd. However, embarking towards Allah with complete devotion in salah encompasses 
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all the aforementioned fruits because the fruits of all good deeds are found when the 'abd 
embarks towards Allah with true devotion.  

This explains why the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص never said, my comfort lies in fasting, or Hajj or al-umrah or any 
other good deed but rather he said: “my comfort has been made in the salah”. It is also worthwhile 
to pay attention to the Prophet’s ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص choice of words in this statement. He said “my comfort is made 
in salah ” and did not say “my comfort is made with salah ” because the former means that comfort 
is achieved only after commencing the salah, while the latter implies that such comfort is received 
even when not praying. This is why when he sought the comfort of his heart he would say: “O Bilal, 
call for salah. give us comfort by it” meaning, call for the prayer so that we can pray and relieve 
ourselves from the hardships of this life, just as how a tired person finds repose as soon as he arrives 
at his house and settles down in it, breaking away from the hardships and the fatigue he endured 
outside.  

You ought to pause and reflect again upon his choice of words that reveal another subtlety; the 
Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص did not say, let us relieve ourselves from the burden of duty (i.e. salah), which is the 
attitude of those who pray just to release themselves from the obligation of praying, who feel 
hassled every time they have to pray - and when they pray they cannot wait to finish it because the 
source of their comfort is found outside the salah, since their hearts are filled with everything except 
Allah. Thus, praying merely keeps them from indulging in this worldly life that they love so much. 
They are easily observed from their manner of performing prayer; they pray in a rush and lack 
tranquility and calmness. The only thing that compels them to pray in the first place is that they 
know it is a must (obligation). However, their salah is deficient; they utter with their tongues that 
which does not conform to what is in their hearts. All the while, the voice of their heart echos, let’s 
get this salah over with! Therefore the difference between a person whose comfort is found in the 
salah and a person whose comfort is found outside the salah is obvious and self-evident. The former 
finds salah to be a grace upon his heart through which he experiences tranquillity, calmness, and 
pleasure, whereas the latter finds salah akin to heavy chains shackling his limbs and a gloomy cell 
imprisoning his heart.  

Truly, those whose comfort is not found in salah feel as if praying was a prison for their soul and 
chains confining their limbs from committing sins. Despite that, the salah of this type of people 
might be a means whereby their sins are forgiven and they receive a share of Allah’s Mercy 
depending on how much servitude to Allah they manage to demonstrate while praying. But on the 
other hand, it is also possible they might be punished for the deficiency in their salah. As for those 
whose comfort is to be found in salah, for them praying is the garden in which they find comfort, 
pleasure, tranquillity, and the grace of their hearts and souls.  

It brings them nearer to Allah and elevates their rank, so that they only have a reward similar to 
those that preceded, but they also enjoy a special rank that none ever had, by being brought near to 
Allah, in addition to the mere reward they receive for the performance of their salah.  
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From the benefits of Salah is nearness to Allah  

It is customary for kings to promise reward and nearness to those whom they are pleased with. The 
magicians said to Pharaoh, “Is there indeed for us a reward if we are predominant?” [al-Shu'ara 9 
(26): 41] and he answered that they would be rewarded and be among those near to him, saying 
“Yes, and, [moreover], you will be among those made near [to me].” [al-Ar'df (7): 114]  

The example of the first type is like a man who entered the abode of the king but was unable to gain 
entrance to him as there was a barrier standing between him and the king, hence he was unable to 
see him or gain access to this person. The barrier is an embodiment of his desires and lusts as well as 
the smoke screen of his hopeful wishes in this life; his heart is sick and his self is wrapped up in what 
it desires wanting only its immediate share in this life. It is for these reasons that all the while they 
pray they are in an unhappy state wherein they are not only unable to obtain any comfort, but are 
also empty of feelings of fear and hope in Allah, which makes prayer a suffering for them that only 
ceases when they finish praying, as only then are they able to return to that in which they find their 
comfort (i.e. worldly affairs and pleasures).  

The example of the second type is like a man who entered the house of the king upon which the 
barrier screening him from the king is removed; thus he is able to find delight in looking at the king 
and being at his service and in his obedience. In return, the king lavishes upon him every form of 
grace and brings him near to himself. For all these reasons, he is unable to bear leaving the house 
and wishes to remain standing before him to enjoy the sweetness of being close to him, the 
tranquillity that he experiences from it, and being held in esteem by Allah while he basks in His good 
Words (i.e. Qur’an). He also enjoys being in such a state of humbleness and humility before Him, for 
which he invokes Him more and more while he is being showered with His graces from every 
direction, not to mention the calmness that his soul experiences while his heart and limbs are fully 
attentive to his Lord. He is pleased and comfortable, worshipping Allah as if he sees Him, for He 
manifests Himself to him through His Words (i.e. Qur’an). It should thus come as no surprise that the 
most distressing thing for him is to have to leave all that (i.e. conclude the salah). And Allah is the 
Guide and the Helper.  

The aforementioned are just some brief glimpses and hints about salah and disclosure of some of its 
subtle qualities and hidden gems.  


